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19000 Years Of Peace
&
the Missing Piece...
a shard of truth.
by Raah Psirus Heimdall Kaborn
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An ancient cycle...
known to all cultures in tune with the moon
its secrets long forgotten, remains secreted away
lost in linear time...
Found again as

The Flower of Life in Time
the cycle complete
we are one ~ Earth tribe !
we are many ~ traditions !

Infinity Codes © 2015 ~ All humane rights reserved
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Synopsis
How was it that the Flower of Life in Time came
to be and returned to planet earth?
I first saw the image known today as the Flower
of Life, in what was most likely seen as an
obscure "new age" text back in the 90s, first
published in 1994. The title goes something like
this: "Nothing in this book is true, but it's exactly
how things are".
This book describes, among many other topics, a
variety of the basic geometries that produce the
Seed of Life, the Tree of Life, the Fruit of Life etc.
The Flower of Life forms the matrix with which
the platonic/perfect solids are born, and when
these are all united together and interlocked,
this then forms the Metatron's cube.
From this I went on to include the visualizations
of geometry in my meditations, activating these
geometries within my chakras, with chants and
specific vowel sounds. During this time I
participated at the Healing Sounds Intensive in
Colorado (www.healingsounds.com).

*relation of musical notes to time cycles*
Then, a few years later on, were published the
Flower of Life books of Drunvalo, both
monumental books that expand on so many

levels these Flower of Life teachings, and for me
more meditations followed through studying
these books. Particularly did I focus on the
Merkabah geometry, and from this practice a
great remembrance of ancient wisdom and
revelations came to me, as I am sure did with
most kin that read through these books.
I went on from this to become involved with the
“13 Moons of Peace” movement (calendar
change advocates - www.lawoftime.org), which
bases itself on realigning to the 7-day week
(Seed of Life / 7 plasmas ) within the proper 28
common law month, making 13 months of 28
days per year (+1 day) = 365. This concept was
introduced to me by the pioneering work of Dr
José Argüelles, and his book “The Mayan
Factor”.
* I call the 28-day cycle a "Geometric month" in my
own research

This all eventually led to me starting my own
independent research, and it was from this that
the "Flower of Life in Time" came to be. Through
deeply studying the structure of the 19-year
cycle and ratios through time I saw first the ratio
of 7:12 (12 around 7), and then later the ratio of
1:6:12 that unlocked its fractal core, to form a
Cube-Dodecahedron, sharing a common centre,
merged to form the geometry of 19 years. *see
graphic: "Meta 19" on page 21
This research then was paramount in making
possible my 19 years study of cycles of time
(using the StarCalc program). From this place of
understanding time through both the geometric
& organic based systems, I mapped over 1000 of
these 19 years cycle and showed their
fluctuations around the primary 19 years base
formula... *Organic term was developed later
through my long term study of the Mayan Long

Count of 1872000 days, and for example
includes the Fibonacci ratio and therefore Phi =
1.618. ( 144 / 89 = 1.618 )
*New information coming to light *
In the past few years, there
has been new information
coming to light: Utilizing
things like the atomic force
microscopy, the image of a
"complex organic molecule"
looking identical to a Fruit
of Life was made public.
There are several pages online now showing
photographic evidence, which provide many
examples of the Flower of Life in art and
architecture around the planet, the question
now being: Is there a place around the planet
where the Flower of Life geometry does not
exist?
see: Traditions that use the 19-year cycle (calendars)
Then,
more
recently,
there was also the nature
of micro-tubules inside
neurons
within
our
bodies that have been
hypothesized as "where
the quantum world and
the classical world of
space-time meet". Relating therefore to new
theories of the holographic / fractal structure of
our beings, and the origins of consciousness.
All in all, we are seeing a resurgence of epic
proportions!
A Planetary Awakening !
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CHAPTER 4

Holy Grail Time Science (diamond matrix)
8:8:8
41

CHAPTER 4

Holy Grail Time Science
(diamond matrix)
The form holds the Space for Spirit to
manifest in Time, both are holy, and one
cannot exist without the other.

* It also happens to be close to the average age that
all empires of history have lasted...

It can be described with the formula:
* R = regular / L = leap
* (3R+1L) = (3x365) + 366 = 1,461 days
* (+4R) = (4x365) = 1,460 days
((3R+1L) x25)) + ((3R+1L) x24 (+4R)) + ((3R+1L) x24
(+4R)) + ((3R+1L) x24 (+4R)) = 146,097 days

Before it became known as the Gregorian
calendar in 1582, it was called the Julian
calendar, which began right after Rome
conquered Egypt in 47BC.
The Egyptian calendar is based on the
formula of the interaction of the calendar
year of 365 days and the Heliacal rising of
Sirius 365.25 days.
This interaction can be described as:
* (3R+1L) = (3x365) + 366 = 1,461 days
(3R+1L) x 365 = 533,265 days

It is a very complicated way of fitting the
natural cycles of time into the neat and tidy
decades, or base 10 time keeping.
From the previous foundation of the Flower
of Life in Time, I began to look for further
examples of time geometries inherent in
cycles of time and space.
At the time I was also investigating the
origins of the current leap-day system, which
is also fixated on using the Gregorian way
like the calendar.
The Gregorian calendar leap-day system
lasts 400 years, and it takes the standard
leap-day cycle of 4 years, and extends this
over 4 centuries by missing 3 leap-days, 1
per century in centuries that aren't divisible
by 400. *Centuries divisible by 400 = leap
century.
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Also over the 400 years that it lasts, it creates
a variation to the 'real-time' day by 2.5 days.
Which begs the question? Is it today,
yesterday or tomorrow? We can't say for
sure with the current leap-day system in
place.
Which is to say, it isn't that accurate. Yet it is
accepted along with the Gregorian calendar
as good enough, and it’s left at that.
When I started looking into alternative leapdays system, the first place I looked was to
the origins from which the Gregorian was
generated.
Gregorian year = 365.2425 days

For the Sirius year this is:
1,460 x 365.25 = 533,265 days

* Over the approx. 1 and a half centuries it lasts, there
could have been 1 or 2 extra days required at the end
of the cycle to realign it perfectly.
*365.25 days very closely matches the sidereal /
zodiac based year = 365.256 days

Other researchers insist that the Egyptians
didn't know about leap-days and that the
leap-day was an invention of the Romans.
However, I maintain that their accuracy with
time was just as advanced as their accuracy
with space architectures, one just has to

have a good look at the Great pyramids to
see enough evidence of this.

29 x 18980 days, or 29 so called Mayan
"calendar rounds".
* This calendar round is the combination of the cycles
of 260 and 365, as 260 x 73 = 52 x 365 = 18980 days

*550,420 / 1507 = 365.242203052 days is the exact
year length created by following the Mayan way of
time, and is a perfect example of ancient advanced
time keeping

Pyramid Valknut
Further evidence to back up what I am
saying exists, when the Mayan system is also
taken into consideration.
The Mayan version of the leap-day cycle lasts
550,420 days, and can be described as:
* (3R+1L) = (3x365) + 366 = 1,461 days
* (4R+1L) = (4x365) + 366 = 1,826 days
(3R+1L) x 318 + (4R+1L) x 47 = 550,420 days

This includes a 5 year leap-day cycle, again
not much said about this by other
researchers, however the cycles speak for
themselves, as this number 550,420 is also

~ 13x20=260 star temple ~
It is quite obvious to me that all ancient
cultures with accurate architecture also had
accurate time systems, as all of their
calendars are based on naked eye
observations of 'real-time' events taking
place, and if ever their sacred alignments /
events arrived 1 day late, they would know
it’s time for a leap-day.
After thousands of years of meticulous
records of this kind of time-keeping, they
would have noticed the patterns of which I
am speaking. They wouldn't have just
plucked them out of thin air, that's for sure...

While pondering how to map these vast
cycles of time using geometry, I started
working with the models above, created by
using 1 circle per year, and placing the leapyear at the centre.
It has a tetrahedral structure or can also
been seen to be 4-sided, one for each year,
the central year including the leap-day...
It was while investigating other leap-day
cycles and while starting my long-term study
of the vast cycles of precession and shift of
perihelion, that I found what would be
another Key geometry, like the Flower of Life
in Time, in unlocking fractal time/space. (see
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next chapter for more details on the vaster
cycles)
In my search for the perfect geometry to
represent the leap-day, the cycle that I've
found most useful is the 33-year cycle of the
Persians.

of 4 years, where every 4th year is a leapyear (+33rd regular year at the centre).
The result produces what I have named the
Diamond matrix.
*The Diamond matrix describes what I feel is the
most harmonic relationship to the leap-day sequence
over 20,000 years.

The Persian version of the leap-day cycle can
be described thus:
* (3R+1L) = (3x365) + 366 = 1,461 days

Here is the geometry that is created by
merging all of the > 8x (3R+1L) < or 8 cycles
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In fact it has been at the centre of too many
conflicts to list here {list of conflicts},
including the crusades, where items like the
Ark of the Covenant and Holy Grail were
caught up in the middle.
What would happen, if it turned out that the
temples, holy tablets, and sacred items were
alluding to master codes to reveal the
secrets of time and space?

8x (3R+1L) +365 = 12,053 days

It is a very elegant formula, and its shortness
also means, it is a cycle we can experience
within our lifetimes.

souls. It is where many great conflicts of
religion have occurred in the past, and now,
and in the years since the new millennium
this has become exaggerated beyond all
previous levels of insanity.

The Persian people (of ancient Iran) at this
time, indeed the whole area of the Middle
East or Mesopotamia, are all in our
awareness right now, as it is an area where
great conflicts have taken place, yet Peace
truly has not been reached for far too many

It is my opinion that this 33-year cycle is
based on Holy Grail Time Science. This can
be understood through the Diamond shape
and its relationship to the Vesica Pisces
mentioned in the geometry section.

It is also worth mentioning that the
Babylonians had a very strong lunar
influence, and one of their most important
gods was Sin, their god of the moon.

Here they are merged together:

May All Peoples, All Nations Live In Peace!
How to Create PEACE in the Middle East?
On the 33 parallel...
Ur-Nammu, the first king of the third dynasty
of Ur, making an offering before Sin.
In many of the myths or legends of our
world, Babylon is seen as an evil empire,
though that label could be just as easily
lumped onto the Romans, as both were
perpetrators of the destruction of cultures
that embodied natural ancestral wisdom.

Diamond / Vesica Pisces
Why does information like this struggle to be
shared, or seem to be kept secret by corrupt
hierarchies?
I feel it boils down to the asking the right
question... Why is it that, as a planet, we
have still yet to learn how to live together in
peaceful cooperation? Can we truly say, we
have done all we can to listen and recognize
the wisdom and knowledge of all peoples of
this magnificent planet? The answer is No,
because if we had, we wouldn’t have wars
that destroy cultures, in the name of profit!

It is important to mention here, while I am
endeavouring to alchemically bring together
these vast systems of space and time that
the 33rd parallel (degrees north of the
equator) runs through:

The border between Lebanon and Israel &
Palestine (33.1° N.), south edge of Syria, next
to the ancient city of Babylon (32.5° N.),
Baghdad (33.2° N.), and on into Iran.

Yet how can anyone say that an entire
culture is evil? Not all Romans were evil
people, nor the Babylonians, nor can we say
all Americans are evil people in the current
age. No, we can’t judge an entire culture of
people like that, because if we did, we
would be judging them for something that
they did not do.
In reality, it was/is the corrupt hierarchies,
‘the cacophony’ of the present and the past,
that perpetuated the conflicts and created
wars, and why? Because war and weapons
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are the most profitable industry on the
planet.
So, as you can see, this subject of the 33-year
leap-day sequence has a great deal of far
more important issues to discuss than just
how often we should have a leap-day… and
for the ancient Persians, there was no
question: The 33-year based leap-day cycle is
a perfection of their realization of the
sacredness of the number 33.

vernal equinox year. It doesn’t matter what
you want to call it, it is still just the earth’s
spiral orbit around the sun in relation to the
seasonal cycle of the earth.

many ancient cultures, but my purpose here
is not to relate that to you, just to bring to
your attention what I feel is most important
to understand now.

What is also very interesting is that the
number 33 starts to connect together a
variety of traditions. The 33rd harmonic is at
the very centre of the mystic column and
indeed the whole Mayan Tzolkin.

There is a very simple answer to the problem
of the leap-day sequence, and to
acknowledge this would be to acknowledge
another wise ancient culture that deserves
just as much respect as the Mayans and
Egyptians - the ancient Persians. This act of
utilizing the 33-year leap-day sequence
could also be a reminder not to judge an
entire culture of people by the actions of
their government or monarchy that ruled
them.

“The Iranian calendar dates back to the 11th century,
when a panel of scientists created a calendar that
was more accurate than other calendars at the time.
Although some changes have been made to the
calendar, it is slightly more accurate [understatement]
than the Gregorian calendar. Compared with the
Gregorian calendar, which errors by one day in
about every 3226 years, the Iranian calendar needs a
one-day correction in about every 141,000 years.”

With the assistance of the program called
StarCalc (see: 20,000 years), I deduced and
confirmed that the true average length of
the solar year has been decreasing on
average at a rate of about 1 sec per century
(total over 20,000 years = decrease in year
length by 3 mins 16 secs).
The average year length calculated between
10,000 BC and 10,000 AD is 365.2424... In
10,000 BC it was 365.243476 and in 10,000
AD it will be 365.241199.
Yet we can all agree that the basic fraction
of the extra part of the day at the end of the
year is always 0.24... There are 365.24 days
in one solar year, or a tropical year, or a
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The 33-Year Diamond also fits perfectly over
the Flower of Life, and is made up of 8
‘tetrahedra’ of 4 years each, (+ 1) extra ‘cross
year’ of 365 days at the centre of the matrix.

During
further
investigations
and
revelations, I noticed that there are 8 kin in
the mystic column before you reach
Harmonic 33. So in terms of mathematics,
you have 8 kin above the 33rd harmonic, or
8 over 33. In terms of an equation this can
be written as 8 / 33 = 0.24242… or 8 ÷ 33 =
0.24242… and year of 365.242424... days.
Also, the dimensions of the Tzolkin (length
and width), are 20 and 13, and when you
add them, 20 + 13 = 33. Indeed there is a
great deal more interesting mystical
information relating to this number 33, from

In each ‘tetrahedron’ of 4 years, there are 3
‘cross years’ of 365 days, and 1 ‘star year’ of
366 days. ‘Star year’ is another name for the
leap-year.

A ‘cross year’ is made up of 4 x 91 (+1) = 365 days
A ‘star year’ is made up of 5 x 73 (+1) = 366 days

The (+1) factor remains involved in all years,
so the evolutionary spiral of growth, change,
and the movement of ever different mixtures
of energies continues... Each day is unique
and never repeats, hence this is a
Continuum.
Therefore, in my personal opinion, it would
be a wise decision for the worldwide
standard to be aligned to these advanced
time sciences. * I later upgraded the 33-year
cycle to the 372/391 timelines * see pages
123-124

* Where shall this future takes us ? Or
indeed where shall we take it ? It is after all
up to each and everyone one of us to
participate in this cosmic co-creation.
During the cycles of history once it was
believed there was an invisible man in the
sky, to which we gave our power away.
That power resides in All throughout the

Fractal reality, by our choices do we mould
reality according to our principles /
worldview.
The codes of Infinity unlock dormant
potential by dispelling the gregorian
amnesia virus / spoon fed from birth ...
One has to choose to engage it though as
its not going to be forced upon you...

It is the realization that by weaving together
the wisdom and knowledge of all ancient
cultures, we can recreate the solid
foundations of our planetary culture, that
would have existed until today, if it had not
been for militaristic empires that try to
destroy our sacred connections to each
other.
We live on a planet that like never before is
becoming a global culture. Why, then, are
we still holding on to the belief that the
Mayans and Egyptians people are the only
ancient cultures that had/have an advanced
time science?
We could be instead embracing the Nowness of the present with the absolute
certainty that, as we move into the place of
mutual respect for all ancient cultures, we in
fact build a new - yet entirely rooted in the
past - sacred spiral of interconnectedness
into the future.
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Keeping it balanced ;-) in Roslin Glen
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Where to place the leap-day?
Another aspect to cover is the placement of
the leap-day in the year. At the present time,
the Gregorian calendar places it on February
29th, just before the Spring Equinox. This is
an arbitrary time of the year for it to be
placed. What I propose is that we move the
leap-day to the day before Autumn Equinox
(northern hemisphere).
The reasons for this boil down to finding the
proper place for the "leap-day" in time, based
on naked eye observations, marking
Almoonacs, and this is all then related to
how the orbit of the earth is not entirely
circular...

The above graphic shows the astronomical
lengths of the seasons, which are anchored
through the solstice/equinox cross. These
can also be confirmed to be the days
towards which ancient stone circles, like

Stonehenge or Newgrange for example, are
aligned.
Further investigations revealed a very
perplexing number ladder through the
seasons based on the number 44 (measured
in whole number "days").

Winter Solstice to Spring Equinox = 89.00 days
89 is already a whole number (web page: Fibonacci)
Spring Equinox to Summer Solstice = 92.76 days
92.76 rounds up to the whole number 93
(0.24 is taken from 93.64)
Summer Solstice to Autumn Equinox = 93.64 days

It was through this postulation - that the
whole number averages of the lengths of
the seasons are 89 and 93 days - that the
arrangement of the numbers in the graphic
below was created. 44 + 45 = 89 and 46 +
47 = 93

93.64 rounds down to 93, as after the 0.24 and 0.16
are removed, the remainder is 93.24. The extra 0.24
(0.24242…) then becomes the reason for the leap-day
placement being at the end of the Summer Season
the day before the Autumn Equinox.
Autumn Equinox to Winter Solstice = 89.84 days
89.84 rounds up to the whole number 90
(0.16 is taken from 93.64)
90 is also 89 (+1), where the (+1) is the day before
Winter Solstice

I had termed the new leap-day the ‘Third
Eye of Horus’, as first I thought the Spring
Equinox based year to be the best for
measuring years of 365.2424 days.
However, I now call it the Fractal Eye of
Atum = as Atum presides over the Autumn
~ the leap-day = Fractal eye, as without it
being truly acknowledged, you can’t see
beyond the yoke of the Gregorian...!
Here is the process I went through to come
to these conclusions:

In a ‘star year’ of 366 days, instead of the
leap-day of February 29th being missed out
(* 0.0 Hunab Ku), we can move the leap-day
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to the day before Autumn Equinox, due to
this being the end of the season which the
days build to, the point where naturally a
leap-day needs to be added to keep the
Almoonac in sync.
(webpage : Almoonac of Ra:ah)

The current Greg. dates of the 8-fold year
Psi Bank animation >> Link

(2012AD) Northern hemisphere

---

For example: Beltane is celebrated on the
evening of April 30th and morning of May
1st.

The 4 Fire Festivals
* realigned with Natural Time in an 8-fold year

I have further information, which supports
the leap-day continuing to be a 0.0 day, and
not included in the sequence of the
Dreamspell cycle of the Tzolkin. This is
related to the calculation of eclipses using
the 2080 day Psi Bank cycle. Where 2080 =
8 x 260, which is also an exact multiplication
of the Eclipse year of 346.62 days, 6 x
346.62 = 2079.72 < + 0.28 > = 2080. The
result is that the accuracy of predicting
eclipses becomes perfected - the Eclipse
being one of the most magical celestial
events of the merging of lunar and solar
energy that occurs.
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Following on from the leap-days, it is
important here to include a short section on
the 8-fold year discrepancies, within the
modern day practices of Celtic, Pagan,
Wiccan and Druidic paths.
Currently these are out of alignment with
natural time. There is a simple reason for
this. The 4 Fire Festivals are positioned at the
end of months within the 16th century
Gregorian calendar, a reworked version of
the calendar of Julius Caesar as mentioned
before.

(backwards Swastika symbology with unequal
number of days between them, perhaps the only
option when a culture is almost wiped out is to blend
their mysteries with the dominant force, however
that time is now over and the original sacred days
now return...)

To our ancestors of the magical traditions
that live on through us, the year wheel
contains 2 Solstices, 2 Equinoxes and 4 Fire
Festivals, and they arranged these 8 yearly
festivals evenly between each other and
each season. There are many examples of
stone temples, circles and monuments that
mark these days of the 8-fold year, all of
which were measuring the direction of the
rising and setting Sun.

* 4-fold nature of solstice equinox cross found
throughout the planet :-) the 4 that becomes 8

festivals we must find the overall pattern of
symmetry in the seasons.

They were the 8 solar festivals of the year,
enacting the yearly eternal cycles of birth,
life, death and rebirth of the Sun upon the
Earth. Like the lifetime of all beings, species
etc.

*This was described in the previous section about the
position of the leap-day.

Rounding the number of days up or down
gives us a better picture of what our
ancestors would have observed, as they did
not have clocks with hours, minutes &
seconds. They marked the days of each
alignment and the number of whole days
between them. If they were to do it today,
they would be seeing the same symmetry of
93 + 93, and 89(+1) + 89 as can be seen in
these calculations and graphics.

*(the lunar aspect fluctuates year to year, as it takes
19 years for the Earth, Moon and Sun to
resynchronize, see:- 19-year-flower )

Taking the average length of the year and
dividing by 8, the average number of days
between the 8 yearly festivals is:
365.24 / 8 = 45.655 days

The Earth’s orbit around the Sun every year
is not circular, from the Autumn equinox
through Winter to the Spring equinox

However, on closer inspection, and what
would have become apparent from years,
cycles & epochs of observation at sacred
sites around the country by our ancestors, is
that the lengths of the seasons fluctuate
over time.

>> there are 178.83 days (89.85 + 88.99)

They vary from 44-47 days in length (8-fold)

The difference between summer and winter
is: 186.41 - 178.83 = 7.58 days

* from base of 89 to 93 days in length (4-fold)

see next graphic:
The lengths of the 8-fold year in whole days
(2012AD) Northern hemisphere

whereas from the Spring equinox through
Summer to the Autumn equinox:-

The results produce a beautiful natural
progression in time, a ladder or stairway of
numbers from winter to summer and back
again. * "Jacob's ladder" in Time
44 + 45 + 46 + 47 + 47 + 46 + 45 + 44 +1 =365

>> there are 186.41 days (92.75 + 93.65)

Therefore, there are currently 7.58 extra
days in the summer half of the year (in the
Northern Hemisphere that is, in the
Southern Hemisphere all measurements are
reversed).
From here we can deduce that in order to
calculate the actual days of the 4 Fire
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Afterword
Time is indeed of the essence (but only in a

world caught in the illusion of linear time,
would there be such a rush to fix something
that is so apparent as aligning to natural
time, and valuing ecological principles over
economic profits).
Yet the time is fast approaching when the
rivers and oceans, the very air we breathe,
and environment we live in reach their toxic
limit.
On a metaphorical level, it can be plainly
seen that not aligning with a naturally based
timing system has led to a planetary society
that puts profit before people, profit before
planet, and we pay the price...
So instead I would say...

Time is the essence ! ... numbers !
i.e. without correctly living in naturally based
time, we are living in a broken system that
requires constant fixing.
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Appendices:
Traditions that use the 19-year cycle
(calendars) !

Greek (19-year cycle is known as the
Metonic cycle, after Meton 432BC)
Hebrew (19 years of 12 moons, plus 7
moons, Adar 1 & Adar II)

Examples of ancient cultures using a 19 year
cycle (with no mention of flower of life
geometry):

Macedonian (19 years of 12 moons, with 7
intercalary moons)

Babylonian (19 years of 12 moons, plus 7
moons, 6x Adaru, 1x Ululu)

Mayan (difference between
marking 6940 days, 19 years)

Bahai (19 years made up of 19x19 days, plus
4 or 5 extra days)

"Evidence for the metonic cycle on Copa´n Stela
A is associated with a text naming the Sun God
(T1010) and the Moon Goddess (C7–D7; Pl. 20).
Pairing their names in this fashion recalls
couplets in the Chilam Balam of Tizimin that say
k’inil-uil, meaning ‘‘the period of the sun, the
period of the moon’’ (Edmonson 1982b:264 n.
10). As noted in Chapter 1, the contemporary
Maya often pair the sun and the moon. On Stela
A the pairing seems to refer to the sun and the
full moon, for the Initial Series date of 9.14.19.8.0
12 Ahau 18 Cumku (1/28/731) falls on the full
moon, and it is followed by the date 4 Ahau 18
Muan (9.14.19.5.0; 11/29/730), also the day of
the full moon (a date recorded on Stela H). The
Calendar Round 4 Ahau 18 Muan at E2–F2 may
refer to the metonic cycle, because it is 9.15.0
days (6,940 days) after the Katun ending
9.14.0.0.0 6 Ahau (a date not given in the text).
As Heinrich Berlin (1977: 75 –76) notes, this
interval gives a value close to the solar year
(365.263 days) and the lunar month (29.532
days)." p117 "Star Gods"

Byzantine (Easter computus = 19 year cycle,
19x12 +7 = 235 moons)
Chinese (19-year cycle, 12x12 moons + 7x13
moons)
Christian (Easter computus = 19 year cycle,
19x12 +7 = 235 moons)

Antikythera Device

" The upper back dial is in the form of a spiral,
with 47 divisions per turn, displaying the 235
months of the 19-year Metonic cycle. This cycle is
important in fixing calendars."

Buddhist calendar

" seven extra months of 30 days are inserted in
every 19 years (21 months in 57 years)"

inscriptions
Hindu calendar
" A lunar month has 29 or 30 days (according to the
movement of the moon)."
" Extra Month, or adhika mƗsa (mƗsa = lunar month
in this context) falls every 32.5 months."

235 - 7 (extra months per 19 years) = 228
228 / 7 = 32.6 months

Druid calendar
19 year cycle of Initiation...

The Sequani Calendar

" based on a 19 year cycle or the Metonic cycle"
" alternate between 30 and 29"

Islamic calendar
(19x354 + 11x355) / 30 year cycle = 10,631 days
whereas 29 x 365.2424 = 10,592.03 days

The Flower of Life in Time
19 year cycle = 6939.6 days

Norse (19-year cycle, using younger Futhark
of 16 runes, plus 3 more)

Yet Quran full of 19 code...
mother-tynetta-muhammad-and-the-19-code
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Appendices:

x

Buddhist temple (Pitalkhora, India)

Flowers of Life Around The Planet !

x

Floor ruins (Kabile near Jambol,
Bulgaria)

x

Assyrians (Palace of King
Ashurbanipal)

x

Fu Dog (Jing'An Temple & Imperial
Palace)

x

Ivory plaque (Iraq museum, Baghdad)

x

Temple entrance (Hampi & Ajanta,
India)

x
x

Israel (Palace of Herod the great)
Nimrod (Iraq museum, Baghdad)

x

Erbanno (Darfo Boario Terme, Italy)

x

Templar Tombstone (St. Magnus
Cathedral )

Jewish painting (with Hebrew
inscription)

x

Golden Goblet (Louvre museum,
Marlik, Iran)

x

Sarcophagus (ancient Smyrna, Izmir,
Turkey)

x

Idalion Cup (Louvre museum, Cyprus)

x

Archaeological site (Ephesus, Turkey)

x

Wooden Box (New York museum,
Thebes, Egypt)

x

Marble Floor (Sikh temple, India)

x

Mosaics (Besançon museum, France)

x

Assyrian stone carpet (Flower of life
theme)

x

Rosettes (Istanbul museum, Mycenae,
Greece)

x

Castle ceiling (Weistra, Austria)

x

Mosaics (Seville museum, Spain)

x

Greek vase (Salamis, Greece)

x

Mosaics (Roman Agora, Kourion in
Cyprus)

x

x

Mosaics (City of Charity, Caminreal,
Spain)

x

Roman temple ruins (Cordoba, Spain)

x

Silver Beaker (Swedish museum, Iran)

x

Mystic shirts (Topkape's Palace,
Istanbul)

x

Temple wall (Osirion, Abydos, Egypt)

x

Mosiac floor (Yambol, Kabile,
Bulgaria)

x

Glass pavement (Westminster Abbey,
gothic church)

+ Leonardo Da Vinci manuscript
+ Crop circles

Links
The geometry of ‘complete wisdom’
Artefacts of the Flower of Life
Seed of Life Institute
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Further Reading
Synopsis
“Nothing in this book is true,
but it’s exactly how things are”
by Bob Frissell

“The Ancient Secret
of the Flower of Life
- Volume 1 & 2”
by Drunvalo Melchizedek

Chapter 1:
"Planet Earth valued at $4,800 trillion"
(by astrophysicist Greg Laughlin)
Secret City ~ interview with the filmmakers

*atomic-force-microscope-measuresstrength-of-chemical-bonds/
*researchers-model-key-breaking-pointinvolved-traumatic-brain-injury
*Sir Roger Penrose and Stuart Hameroff

- a new and independent monetary and
banking system owned and controlled by its
users/members.
The Lawful Bank - Our Sovereign Right homepage
---

Secret City - The Film - homepage

Anonymous - Free Energy Disclosure Appeal

---

Infinite Energy - the new power source for
next 26,000 year cycle starting 21.12.2012

"You've probably heard the idea that money
is power. If that's true, then imagine how
much power you'd have, if you could create
money."
Positive Money - homepage

Links:

‘The Alternative Monetary System’ (TAMS)

"A film about the City of London, the
Corporation that runs it, and its role in the
economic crisis"

Power of Banks vs. Democracy
“The Mayan Factor”
by Jose Arguelles

---

--97% Owned - Positive Money Cut

Anonymous - homepage
--Four Horsemen
Four Horsemen is the debut feature from
director Ross Ashcroft which reveals the
fundamental flaws in the economic system
which have brought our civilization to the
brink of disaster.

"This documentary shows the root of the
current economic crisis, analysing the
performance of the private banks and the
way they generate profits" The Prisma

Four Horsemen - website

Queue Politely - homepage

The Call of Pacal Votan (José Argüelles)

Chapter 2 :
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Chapter 3:

The Wizard's Count and the Triumph of the
Synchronic Order
Lawoftime.org - Rinri Newsletter's
Error in Statement of Tropical Year
Leap Year in Other Calendars
19.5 Degrees throughout the solar system

Ormungandr Melchizedek:
The Runes - born of the Flower of Life

Chapter 5:

Sacred Geometry 1

TESLA 'HARNESSES' COSMIC ENERGY

Sacred Geometry 2

Philadelphia Public Ledger, November 2, 1933

Chapter 4:

"Inventor Announces Discovery of Power to
Displace Fuel in Driving Machinery - Calls
Sun Main Source

“The Stones of Time”
by Martin Brennan

“The Celtic Druids Year”
by John King

see also this link > sundial at the Sanctuary
circle - David Furlong
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A principle by which power for driving the
machinery of the world may be derived from
the cosmic energy which operates the
universe, has been discovered by Nikola
Tesla, noted physicist and inventor of
scientific devices, he announced today.
This principle, which taps a source of power
described as "everywhere present in
unlimited quantities" and which may be
transmitted by wire or wireless from central
plants to any part of the globe, will eliminate
the need of coal, oil, gas or any other of the
common fuels, he said.

Dr. Tesla in a statement today at his hotel
indicated the time was not far distant when
the principle would be ready for practical
commercial development.
Asked whether the sudden introduction of
his principle would upset the present
economic system, Dr. Tesla replied, "It is
badly upset already." He added that now as
never before was the time ripe for the
development of new resources. While in its
present form the theory calls for the
development of the energy in central plants
requiring vast machinery, Dr. Tesla said he
might be able to work out a plan for its use
by individuals.
The central source of cosmic energy for the
earth is the sun, Dr. Tesla said, but "night will
not interrupt the flow of the new power
supply."
--David Icke "OBLIVION"
time index = 03:08:33
in 1933...
Pyramid & all seeing eye put on dollar bill...
Roosevelt came to power...
Hitler came to power...
Rothschild funded both "sides".

Chapter 6:

Chapter 7:

precession of rotational axis Apsidal_precession
precession of the equinox Axial_precession
more larger cycles Milankovitch_cycles

{see video links below}
third-eye-of-horus

394-mayan-baktun

ancient-cosmology

Earth Is Not Orbiting The Sun - it’s a SPIRAL!
Conspiracy of Science - Earth is in fact growing

ancient-wisdom.co.uk
graphic of 13 / 12 sign zodiac

Station-Stones-of-Stonehenge

graphic link: tenspheres.com
Great Pyramid, see website.

planetary time records:- average-over-20000-years
average = 365.2424...

Chapter 8:

Wikipedia links:

Infinity-codes.net
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About Me - Raah Psirus Heimdall Kaborn
From Death to Life (age 12/13 to age 34/35) - kin 195 cosmic eagle / 10 ahau

CV of Raah Psirus (a metaphor of living the codes) each tribe being a key event /
experience / energy work / practice
ĺ world bridger ĺ near death experience
ĺ hand ĺ reiki healing teachings
ĺ star ĺ pleiadian lightwork meditations ("Ra Ah Sirius")
ĺ moon ĺ 13 moons of peace
ĺ dog ĺ healing sounds of the heart
ĺ monkey ĺ magic spiral journey of the Mayan monkey tail
ĺ human ĺ on the path / finding the one feather ("Hun Kuk'um")
ĺ sky walker ĺ dancing with the tribes boom !
ĺ wizard ĺ unique gifts, shaman digging deep within
ĺ eagle ĺ allows the vision to form / visual gnosis
ĺ warrior ĺ activist defender of rights / banner of peace
ĺ earth ĺ permaculture garden planet, design course
ĺ mirror ĺ paradox of ecological and economical values
ĺ storm ĺ catalyst of new energy systems / zero point
ĺ sun ĺ beaming solar energy / enlightenments
ĺ dragon ĺ birthing Infinity-Codes.net { natural time fractal matrix = N.T~F.M }
ĺ wind ĺ communications from the ancestors / breathe
ĺ night ĺ cycle complete / rest & remember thy truest dream
ĺ seed ĺ all that has come before / and is now / all rolled into one
ĺ serpent ĺ kundalini light beings / a planetary awakening … (Heimdall KA-born)

... and now who shall you / I / we / all become ? ~ In lak'ech Ah lak'in
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13 Dimensional Cosmology based on Dreamspell fractal time/space (13 tones)
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Desktop background (image contains 19 x 1000 = 19,000 years of "Flowers of Life in Time")
www.infinity-codes.net
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Zodiac of Ra:ah (sun:moon) >> infinity-codes - zodiac-of-raah

based on geometric progression (13 stages) and anchored at galactic centre.
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Completionȱ
ȱ
ȱ
WeavingȱtogetherȱtheȱancientȱMysteriesȱ
ȱ
Theȱcamelȱcarriesȱaȱgreatȱburdenȱindeedȱ
ȱ
ȱ
butȱtheȱthreadȱisȱstrongȱandȱtrueȱ~ȱȱ
ȱ
Onlyȱtheȱgapȱinȱourȱconsciousnessȱ
ȱ
remainsȱnarrowȱ~ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Though,ȱthroughȱtheȱreflectionsȱ
ȱ
uponȱtheseȱcodesȱofȱtimeȱandȱspaceȱ
ȱ
thatȱgapȱwidensȱanewȱ~ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Whileȱdeepeningȱ~ȱatȱtheȱsameȱtimeȱ~ȱsynchronouslyȱasȱoneȱ
ȱ
AsȱweȱseeȱintoȱSolarȱandȱGalacticȱrealmsȱ
ȱ
(ȱtheȱasȱȈaboveȈȱmacrocosmȱ)ȱ
161

ȱ
andȱalsoȱtheȱEarthȱandȱLunarȱrealms.ȱ
ȱ
(ȱtheȱsoȱȈbelowȈmicrocosmȱȱ)ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Ourȱplaceȱbetweenȱthemȱ
ȱ
bridgingȱtheȱvisibleȱandȱinvisibleȱ
ȱ
Theȱpastȱandȱfutureȱbecomesȱoneȱ~ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
andȱasȱtheyȱspiralȱintoȱeachȱotherȱ
ȱ
fromȱthisȱplaceȱcalledȱNOWȱ~ȱitȱisȱandȱeverȱshallȱbe...ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
HereȱandȱNowȱisȱwhereȱweȱpickȱupȱtheȱthreadȱtoȱweaveȱ
ȱ
theȱonlyȱrealȱtime,ȱYetȱcontainsȱthemȱallȱ
ȱ
whereȱweȱfindȱallȱpotentialitiesȱ~ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Asȱweȱgraspȱforȱitȱ
ȱ
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itȱceasesȱbeingȱinfiniteȱ
ȱ
andȱbecomesȱaȱsingularȱchoiceȱ~ȱaȱdecisionȱ~ȱfiniteȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Theȱactȱofȱcreationȱtakingȱplaceȱ
ȱ
inȱfrontȱofȱourȱ2ȱeyesȱ~ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
WeȱareȱgivenȱtheȱgiftȱtoȱseeȱallȱofȱInfinityȱ
ȱ
andȱwithȱitȱcomesȱtheȱresponsibilityȱ
ȱ
toȱchooseȱgood.ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Thatȱwhichȱservesȱlifeȱenergyȱ
ȱ
supportsȱtheȱcollectiveȱ~ȱallȱthatȱisȱ
ȱ
ȱ
andȱasȱweȱareȱindeedȱgreaterȱthanȱ
ȱ
theȱsumȱofȱourȱpartsȱ
ȱ
togetherȱweȱareȱsurelyȱstrongerȱ~ȱasȱitȱcouldȱbeȱ
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ȱ
butȱonlyȱwithȱstrongȱfoundationsȱ
ȱ
weȱtheȱpeopleȱareȱthisȱrootȱandȱshouldȱbeȱFreeȱ!ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Theȱrootȱbeingȱ4ȱedges,ȱatȱtheȱbaseȱofȱtheȱpyramidȱ
ȱ
asȱitȱsitsȱuponȱtheȱEarthȱinȱtranquillityȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Holdingȱinȱplaceȱtheȱcircleȱandȱcrossȱ
ȱ
ofȱtheȱnaturalȱ4ȱdirectionsȱ
ȱ
EarthȱWaterȱFireȱAirȱ
ȱ
ȱ
(ȱashesȱtoȱashesȱȬȱdustȱtoȱdustȱ/ȱspiritȱtoȱspiritȱȬȱsoulȱtoȱSoulȱ)ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
TogetherȱwithinȱtheȱgreatȱÆtherȱ~ȱatȱpyramidsȱpeak...ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
whichȱcanȱalsoȱbeȱ~ȱfoundȱdeepȱwithinȱ~ȱtheȱheartȱ<3ȱ
ȱ
Asȱweȱareȱmadeȱofȱtheȱsameȱstarȱdustȱ!ȱ
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ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
thatȱisȱcreatedȱwhenȱstarsȱbecomeȱsupernovaȱ!ȱ
ȱ
formedȱthemselvesȱeonsȱagoȱawayȱinȱdistantȱnebulasȱ~ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Givingȱbirthȱonceȱmoreȱtoȱtheȱparticlesȱofȱlifeȱ~ȱ
ȱ
Aȱcontinuousȱrecyclingȱ~ȱrecreationȱ~ȱrenewalȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Holdingȱusȱinȱtheȱembraceȱofȱ
ȱ
theȱGreatȱmotherȱuniverseȱ!ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Asȱsheȱdreamsȱusȱweȱdreamȱherȱ
ȱ
ourȱconsciousnessȱ
ȱ
awakensȱ!ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
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ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Inȱlakȇechȱȱ
ȱ
ȱ
Ahȱlakȇinȱ~ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱNamasteȱ~ȱ
ȱ
ȱ
ȱOMȱ!ȱ
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Coming soon...
Infinity-codes.net >> Oracle of Ra:ah - 78 card set
PSIRUS.org
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